
Defined as the time-period in which the cervix begins to ripen (become soft and squishy), efface (thin out) and move
forward

Lots of 'practise contractions' called braxton hicks
Can be hours to days, even several weeks
May experience period-like cramps at the lower abdomen and over the lower back
May experience diarrhoea as the body starts to make room for baby to move down for birth
May find it hard to sleep through the night, waking from being uncomfortable, practise contractions and/or
just a racing mind!

What you can do
CHILL OUT! These are the last moments you can rest without having to get up to your baby, last moments of
pooping by yourself, of eating with 2 hands, of napping on the couch whenever you choose! Enjoy them! (at
least as much as you can)
Make sure your hosp bag is packed, or your homebirth go to kit is ready
REMEMBER that it is IMPOSSIBLE for this baby to stay inside you forever! It's going to come out I PROMISE,
100% GUARANTEED. Keep breathing mumma :)
Use this time to hone all the skills you've learned in this program to help you when it comes time to really
surrender in labour... And use them to surrender to the present moment, RIGHT NOW as you wait for your
baby.

Phase 1 Early Labour 
Defined by cervical dilation 0-4 cm

Contractions slowly progress getting stronger and the time between them continues to get shorter
Cervix keeps effacing (getting thinner) and starts dilating
May get dislodgement of the mucus plug (call the 'bloody show') or you may get discharge that is like
really thick snot (eww gross) - this is the mucus plug coming away slowly as the cervix dilates

What you can do
BREATH through your contractions, start utilising all the tools your've been practising! Breahting,
visualisations, positions and gentle rocking movements.
Go for a nice walk (a slow one), put your fave movie on in the background, bake something - DISTRACT
your brain as much as you can. This is the warm up. 

Phase 2 Established Labour/Active Labour
Defined by cervical dilation 5-8cm

Contractions are frequent and predictable and ever increasing
Uterus is working hard to pull open the cervix
You may have feelings like "I don't know if I can do this", "what if this goes for ages and ages", "how
much longer is there to go?" - PS NO-ONE KNOWS!

What you can do
Consider slowly making your way to the hospital if this is where you plan to birth
BREATH, BREATH, BREATH - Use all the techniques you have learned in the program
REST as much as possible between each contraction. Keep in mind that your body is working so hard
right now, this is why some women start to get really hot and strip off. So conserve as much energy as
you can (use the birth position that allow for your head to rest between contractions)
SURRENDER mumma (heart emoji). THIS is what you've been training for. I believe in you.
Pee and drink water/coconut water etc regularly - even if its small sips
Keep on changing positions to those that are most comfortable every 30 mins approx.
USE the shower, bath, massage, essential oils, music low light etc etc etc. Everything you've planned
that helps you drift off into labour land, into the ocean, into the galaxy of stars to go and collect your
beautiful baby
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Transition
Defined by cervical dilation 8-10cm

Bub begins to descend toward the vaginal opening
Contractions are much more regular here and mcuh longer in duration, often feeling as though
they are one on top of the other with no breaks. This is your uterus's big effort to get that cervix
wide open, as wide as possible, ready for bub to come through it.
The sensation of pain is usually at it maximum it will be throughout your whole labour and birth
during this transition phase
trembling, nausea, feelings that you can't do it anymore, freaking out, panicking are all normal
here

What can you do
Have it prearranged that someone coaches your breathing during transition, to help keep your
thoughts and mind focused
REMEMBER you are NEARLY THERE! The next bit is the birth of your baby
If possible, move into the position you'd like to birth your baby in

Defined as the time between reaching 10cm cervical dilation and the birth of baby
Baby moves down the vaginal canal and will soon crown
Your body will begin to reflexively start pushing (you cannot control this)
Baby's heart rate will go up and down with the contractions as it gets squeezed through the vaginal
canal and cervix (this is normal)
A burning sensation may be felt when the baby crowns - referred to as 'the ring of fire'. This is the skin
of the perineum and vagina stretching to let baby pass. It is the equivalent to a 'chinese burn' you did
to your friend'd arm in primary school.

What can you do
BREATH!!! Focus on 3-5 breathing pattern between and short pulses of breath through pursed lips
during contractions. This gets lots of oxygen to bub and helps bub move down
You may be able to feel baby's head if you check inside the vagina (use your fingers)
CROWNING - USE YOUR BREATH to slow things down (someone will need to coach you!). This way
you can help protect your perineum from tearing. Try to resist the involuntary pushing you may be
feeling using your breath
YOU HAVE MADE IT MUMMA! Enjoy saying hi to your baby for the first time (heart emojis)

Defined as the birth of the placenta
Can last up to 2 hours
You may feel some contractions of the uterus as it moves the placenta out
Breastfeeding will help keep your oxytocin levels pumping which really helps the body birth the
placenta
Some women need to breath through these contractions too - keep looking at your beautiful baby!
Distrac yourself with meeting your bub
Other than the contractions, the birth of the placenta itself is not painful
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Use these ideas below to spark your thoughts around
what you would like for your labour and birth

This is not a complete list. Nor is it a 'tick the box' substitute for a birth plan.

I would suggest using it to spark your mind to the many possibilities you may want to consider incorporating or

saying no to for your labour and birth.

When you create your birth plan, I would suggest breaking it down into the below or similar subheadings for

ease of reference for your birth partner and medical staff. 

Feel free to copy-paste options you would like to add to your birth plan.

Change the "we" to an "I" as desired.

These are just ideas - change them all around as you see fit.

After all this is about YOU AND YOUR BABY - everyone else can follow your lead.

Grab a hot cuppa and Have fun!

Name AND relation to the mother
Mum, Dad, Partner, Mother Sister, Doula ETC.

Baby # ___

Aiming for a ________________________ birth (unmedicated vaginal birth, waterbirth,
medicated birth etc) 

We value respect, please respect our choices
We love our unborn baby and will be making the best decisions we can make with our
baby in mind

Please direct all questions to Dad/Partner
If you must speak to me directly - PLEASE WAIT until my contraction is over before
talking with me. 

No students please
Only enter if medically necessary
We are trying to achieve an uninterrupted labour, no additional personel please

Previous traumatic birth? Give a simple sentence such as "In my previous birth ______
happened. It was highly traumatic for me. This time instead we want to do ______.

As labour progresses normally we only want a vaginal exam every ___ hours
We don't want to have regular vaginal examinations
History of physical abuse. No vaginal examinations please

We do not consent to a cannula on arrival
We do not consent to a cannula unless medically necessary

Please do not ask about or mention pain relief at all. We will ask for it when we are
ready.
We would like the options of gas, water injections, morphine/pethidine injection,
epidural etc

We only want intermittent monitoring using the doppler ultrasound machine once per
____ minutes/hours
We do not consent to continuous foetal monitoring as it restricts movement and
doesn't allow for use of the shower and/or birth pool
We do not consent to the baby head clip monitor

We would like to labour in the position of our choice without hindrance
We do not want to give birth lying on our back
We would like to use a birth ball
We would like to labour in the shower/bath

Introduce yourselves:

Type of birth aiming for:

Values

Who to ask questions to

People in the room

Issues, fears, concerns

THROUGHOUT LABOUR
Vaginal examinations

Cannula on arrival

Pain Relief

Monitoring

Positions

We would like to use the birth pool
We would like to labour in the shower

Please keep lighting to a minimum
Please speak in hushed, low speaking voices and only talk if absolutely necessary
We will be using an essential oil diffuser
We will be playing music

We would like time ALONE with no-one in the room to decide our best options after
each option is presented to us. We will kindly ask you to vacate for several minutes as
we make our decisions

I want to choose the position I birth in, please do not ask me to move onto the bed
when the time is near
I would like to be in the birth pool to birth my baby, I would like a water birth

I would like help with use of hot compresses as the perineum stretches
I do not consent to an episiotomy (I would prefer to tear naturally)

I do not want to do coached pushing, I will push only when my body is ready
Please do not tell me to push

I would like a physioclogical stage 3. Please do not inject me with syntocinon

We would like delayed cord clamping please of ____ minutes/hours
We would like to wait until the cord stops pulsating before clamping
We would like dad to cut the cord please

Immediate skin to skin with mum uninterrupted for 2 hours
All measurements and assessments to be done on mum, or postponed until after 2
hours of skin to skin
If mum is not available for skin to skin, baby to have skin to skin with dad/partner
We do/do not consent to the vitamin K injection
We do/do not consent to the Hepatitis B injection

Breast feeding ONLY
Formula is not to be used under any circumstances

Dad/Partner to remain with baby AT ALL TIMES

Use of the water

Room Set-up

Unexpected events

STAGE 2
Position to birth

Crowning phase

Pushing

STAGE 3 
Placenta

Cord Clamping

CARE OF THE NEWBORN
Care of baby

Newborn Feeding

Care of Newborn with Complications


